Politics, Policy and Society

Brown Bag Seminar, Summer Term 2021
Fridays, 12:00-13:15 h, Zoom

May 07
Identifying Political Frames of Deservingness on Refugees in an extensive Text Corpus
Anselm Fliethmann

May 21
Do migrants increase team productivity? A study in blue-collar teams
Anna Apostolidou

June 11
Voting Coalitions in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
Thomas Malang

June 25
External Voting Behaviour among People with Turkish, Polish and Italian Migration Background in Germany
Nihan Toprakkiran

July 02
War and the State in Latin America: Testing Some Prominent Hypotheses
Luis Schenoni

July 09
The interplay of ethnic identity, perceptions of inequality, and policy preferences in Northern Scandinavia
Fabian Bergmann

July 23
Title to follow
Sven-Patrick Schmid

Registration not required, check here for Zoom link:

Or contact us via email to get access:
max.heermann@uni-konstanz.de
fabian.bergmann@uni-konstanz.de

The Brown Bag Seminar is a platform where doctoral students, postdocs, and junior professors present their early-stage research. If you are interested in participating or presenting, please contact the organizers:
Max Heermann:
max.heermann@uni-kn
Fabian Bergmann:
fabian.bergmann@uni-kn